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Demonstrate the nature of culture and its influence on people's lives. For over 40
years, the best-selling Conformity and Conflict has brought together original
readings and cutting edge research alongside classic works as a powerful way to
study human behavior and events. Its readings cover a broad range of theoretical
perspectives and demonstrate basic anthropological concepts. The Fourteenth
Edition incorporates successful articles from past editions and fresh ideas from
the field to show fascinating perspectives on the human experience. Teaching
and Learning Experience Personalize Learning - MyAnthroLab delivers proven
results in helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that
personalize learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational
expertise and a deep commitment to helping students and instructors achieve
their goals. Improve Critical Thinking - Articles, article introductions and review
questions encourage students to examine their assumptions, discern hidden
values, evaluate evidence, assess their conclusions, and more! Engage Students
- Section parts, key terms, maps, a glossary and subject index all spark student
interest and illustrate the reader's main points with examples and visuals from
daily life. Support Instructors - Teaching your course just got easier! You can
create a Customized Text or use our Instructor's Manual, Electronic “MyTest”
Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation Slides. Additionally, Conformity and
Conflict's part introductions parallel the basic concepts taught in introductory
courses – which allow the book to be used alone as a reader or in conjunction
with a main text. Note: MyAnthroLab does not come automatically packaged with
this text. To purchase MyAnthroLab, please visit www.MyAnthroLab.com or you
can purchase a valuepack of the text + MyAnthroLab (at no additional cost): VP
ISBN-10: 0205176011/ISBN-13: 9780205176014
Modern cars are more computerized than ever. Infotainment and navigation
systems, Wi-Fi, automatic software updates, and other innovations aim to make
driving more convenient. But vehicle technologies haven’t kept pace with
today’s more hostile security environment, leaving millions vulnerable to attack.
The Car Hacker’s Handbook will give you a deeper understanding of the
computer systems and embedded software in modern vehicles. It begins by
examining vulnerabilities and providing detailed explanations of communications
over the CAN bus and between devices and systems. Then, once you have an
understanding of a vehicle’s communication network, you’ll learn how to
intercept data and perform specific hacks to track vehicles, unlock doors, glitch
engines, flood communication, and more. With a focus on low-cost, open source
hacking tools such as Metasploit, Wireshark, Kayak, can-utils, and
ChipWhisperer, The Car Hacker’s Handbook will show you how to: –Build an
accurate threat model for your vehicle –Reverse engineer the CAN bus to fake
engine signals –Exploit vulnerabilities in diagnostic and data-logging systems
–Hack the ECU and other firmware and embedded systems –Feed exploits
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through infotainment and vehicle-to-vehicle communication systems –Override
factory settings with performance-tuning techniques –Build physical and virtual
test benches to try out exploits safely If you’re curious about automotive security
and have the urge to hack a two-ton computer, make The Car Hacker’s
Handbook your first stop.
This book gives a practical focus to the underpinning theory of nursing in order to
help students through the academic part of their undergraduate course as well as
their placement. The book is based on the activities of living model so each
activity has its own chapter, allowing readers to dip in and out. It is essential
reading for students, enabling them to understand and manage the many clinical
issues they face on a daily basis when nursing adults on wards, in clinics and in
the community setting.
Testing and diagnosis of hepatitis B (HBV) and C (HCV) infection is the gateway
for access to both prevention and treatment services, and is a crucial component
of an effective response to the hepatitis epidemic. Early identification of persons
with chronic HBV or HCV infection enables them to receive the necessary care
and treatment to prevent or delay progression of liver disease. Testing also
provides an opportunity to link people to interventions to reduce transmission,
through counselling on risk behaviors and provision of prevention commodities
(such as sterile needles and syringes) and hepatitis B vaccination. These are the
first WHO guidelines on testing for chronic HBV and HCV infection and
complement published guidance by WHO on the prevention, care and treatment
of chronic hepatitis C and hepatitis B infection. These guidelines outline the
public health approach to strengthening and expanding current testing practices
for HBV and HCV, and are intended for use across age groups and populations.
With a New Chapter and Updated Epilogue on Coronavirus A Financial Times
Best Health Book of 2019 and a New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice
"Honigsbaum does a superb job covering a century’s worth of pandemics and
the fears they invariably unleash." —Howard Markel, MD, PhD, director of the
Center for the History of Medicine, University of Michigan How can we
understand the COVID-19 pandemic? Ever since the 1918 Spanish influenza
pandemic, scientists have dreamed of preventing such catastrophic outbreaks of
infectious disease. Yet despite a century of medical progress, viral and bacterial
disasters continue to take us by surprise, inciting panic and dominating news
cycles. In The Pandemic Century, a lively account of scares both infamous and
less known, medical historian Mark Honigsbaum combines reportage with the
history of science and medical sociology to artfully reconstruct epidemiological
mysteries and the ecology of infectious diseases. We meet dedicated disease
detectives, obstructive or incompetent public health officials, and brilliant
scientists often blinded by their own knowledge of bacteria and viruses—and see
how fear of disease often exacerbates racial, religious, and ethnic tensions. Now
updated with a new chapter and epilogue.
With the complexity of the interactions between the methodology of science, the
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principles of justice, and the realities of the practice of law and criminalistics,
ethical issues frequently arise. One of the hallmarks of a profession is a code of
ethics to govern the actions of members of the profession with one another, with
users of the professional service, and with those who are affected by actions of
the practitioner. Ethics in Forensic Science: Professional Standards for the
Practice of Criminalistics examines the necessity for a code of ethics for forensic
scientists, describes the fundamental features of such an ethical code, illustrates
some ethical conflicts that arise in the course of professional practice, and gives
examples of resolution of some of these conflicts. This volume also describes the
development of alternative ethical codes that have been adopted by forensic
science organizations. It explores the strengths and weaknesses of varied codes
and provides concrete examples that illustrate alternative courses of action that
might be taken and how different codes of ethics may require, permit, or
proscribe alternatives under consideration.
The record of each copyright registration listed in the Catalog includes a description of
the work copyrighted and data relating to the copyright claim (the name of the copyright
claimant as given in the application for registration, the copyright date, the copyright
registration number, etc.).
This book collects the articles published in the Special Issue “Polymeric Materials:
Surfaces, Interfaces and Bioapplications”. It shows the advances in polymeric
materials, which have tremendous applications in agricultural films, food packaging,
dental restoration, antimicrobial systems, and tissue engineering. These polymeric
materials are presented as films, coatings, particles, fibers, hydrogels, or networks. The
potential to modify and modulate their surfaces or their content by different techniques,
such as click chemistry, ozonation, breath figures, wrinkle formation, or electrospray,
are also explained, taking into account the relationship between the structure and
properties in the final application. Moreover, new trends in the development of such
materials are presented, using more environmental friendly and safe methods, which, at
the same time, have a high impact on our society.
Our responses to our thermal environment have a considerable effect on our
performance and behavior, not least in the realm of work. There has been considerable
scientific investigation of these responses and formal methods have been developed for
environmental evaluation and design. In recent years these have been developed to the
extent that detailed national and international standards of practice have now become
feasible. This new edition of Ken Parson's definitive text brings us back up to date. He
covers hot, moderate and cold environments, and defines these in terms of six basic
parameters: air temperature, radiate temperature, humidity, air velocity, clothing worn,
and the person's activity. There is a focus on the principles and practice of human
response, which incorporates psychology, physiology and environmental physics with
applied ergonomics. Water requirements, computer modeling and computer-aided
design are brought in, as are current standards. Special populations, such as the aged
or disabled and specialist environments such as those found in vehicles are also
considered. This book continues to be the standard text for the design of environments
for humans to live and work safely, comfortably and effectively, and for the design of
materials which help the same people cope with their environments.
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On paper, Coach Rob Mendez sounds like any other football coach on any other field
across America: passionate, authoritative, knowledgeable. But he’s unlike any other
coach you know--in fact, he’s probably unlike any other person you know. Born with an
extraordinarily rare condition called tetra-Amelia syndrome, Rob has no arms or legs.
He moves with the assistance of a custom-made, motorized wheelchair that he
operates with his back and shoulders. Many people look at Rob and see limitation, yet
Rob sees opportunity: Opportunity to pursue his passion for football. Opportunity to
change the way people perceive physical disability. Opportunity to serve as a role
model for the hundreds of kids he’s coached over the years. Told with both humor and
frankness, Who Says I Can’t? takes readers on Rob’s incredible journey, from his birth
to loving parents who wanted to afford him every chance for happiness, to the
emotional and physical hurdles he faced while seeking independence, to receiving the
Jimmy V Award for Perseverance at the ESPY Awards in 2019. Each day, Coach Rob
rolls onto the field and shows his players that dreams are achievable when you show
up, do the work, and believe in yourself. And after reading this book you, too, will
believe that anything is possible.
This report provides information about aluminum and the human health effects of
exposure. This chemical has been found in many sites identified by the EPA for longterm Federal cleanup activities. The report includes a Public Health Statement which
explains the toxicologic properties of aluminum in a nontechnical, Q&A format, and a
review of the general health effects observed following exposure; a description of health
effects; how the chemical can affect children; and information on its chemical and
physical properties, production, use and disposal, potential for human exposure,
analytical methods, and regulations and advisories.
This resource offers information, explanations, suggestions, examples, and ideas to
help those working with children who are deaf or cannot hear well to communicate to
the best of their abilities.
This clinically and practice oriented, multidisciplinary book is intended to fill the gap between
evidence-based knowledge on the benefits of physical activity and exercise during pregnancy
and the implementation of exercise programmes and related health promotion measures in
pregnant women. It will provide medical, sports, and fitness professionals both with the
knowledge needed to allay undue fears regarding the consequences of exercising during
pregnancy and with the practical expertise to offer optimal guidance on exercising to pregnant
exercisers and athletes. Readers will find up-to-date evidence on the psychological, social,
physiological, body composition, musculoskeletal, and biomechanical changes that occur
during pregnancy and their implications for physical activity and exercise. Detailed descriptions
are provided of the components of exercise testing and prescription for pregnant women, the
current evidence-based and practice-oriented guidelines, and exercise selection and
adaptation during pregnancy. Exercises specifically targeting musculoskeletal health are
discussed separately, and a concluding chapter explains the nutritional requirements in
pregnant women who exercise.
Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) has emerged as an important innovative treatment
for various primary and metastatic cancers. This book provides a comprehensive and up-todate account of the physical/technological, biological, and clinical aspects of SBRT. It will serve
as a detailed resource for this rapidly developing treatment modality. The organ sites covered
include lung, liver, spine, pancreas, prostate, adrenal, head and neck, and female reproductive
tract. Retrospective studies and prospective clinical trials on SBRT for various organ sites from
around the world are examined, and toxicities and normal tissue constraints are discussed.
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This book features unique insights from world-renowned experts in SBRT from North America,
Asia, and Europe. It will be necessary reading for radiation oncologists, radiation oncology
residents and fellows, medical physicists, medical physics residents, medical oncologists,
surgical oncologists, and cancer scientists.
One of the most iconic, beloved, and bestselling books of our time. This beautifully written,
heartfelt memoir touched a nerve among both readers and reviewers. Elizabeth Gilbert tells
how she made the difficult choice to leave behind all the trappings of modern American
success (marriage, house in the country, career) and find, instead, what she truly wanted from
life. Setting out for a year to study three different aspects of her nature amid three different
cultures, Gilbert explored the art of pleasure in Italy and the art of devotion in India, and then a
balance between the two on the Indonesian island of Bali. By turns rapturous and rueful, this
wise and funny author (whom Booklist calls “Anne Lamott’s hip, yoga- practicing, footloose
younger sister”) is poised to garner yet more adoring fans.
Focusing on the application of nanotechnology in pharmaceutical technology the editors seek
to integrate the two in order to obtain innovative products and solutions in pharmacology.
Interdisciplinary in content it is of interest to those who are involved in the development of
nanoproducts including nanotechnologists, microbiologists, biotechnologists pharmacologists
and clinicians. Recent studies are presented that include the biosynthesis of nanoparticles
focusing on antimicrobials; nanomaterial-based formulations that treat cancer, infections, skin
disorders and wounds;nanomaterials in eye diseases and toxicity and safety issues. It
demonstrates the crucial role this plays in tackling multi-drug resistant threats.
I opened my series editor manuscript of The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical
Management, edited by Drs. Donna Shoupe and Siri Kjos, on a tiny plane on the way to giving
a lecture in Albany, NY. I expected to peruse the ma- script, and found that I could not put it
down. The Handbook of Contraception: A Guide for Practical Management is an incredibly
informative and enjoyable read. In keeping with the objective of this series for primary care
clinicians, there is a quality in this title that is uncommon among medical textbooks. The
chapters of this book are written with extraordinary intelligence and und- standing, and with
attention to practical considerations in the selection and mana- ment of contraceptive options.
The authors have reviewed the science behind contraception, including the chemical structure
and effects of hormonal contraception, physiology of contraception, efficacy rates, and side
effects, as well as the practical considerations that are relevant in helping patients choose
between different cont- ceptive options. They do this with a clarity of language and intent that
lets the book cover with sufficient detail the full range of questions that any primary care
clinician will have regarding any of the traditional or new contraceptive options. Also included in
each chapter is a section on “counseling tips,” which explicitly answers many of the questions
that clinicians and their patients often have when discussing contraceptive options. For a book
so useful and well done, the editors and authors deserve our thanks.
A variable game changer for those companies operating in hostile, corrosive marine
environments, Corrosion Control for Offshore Structures provides critical corrosion control tips
and techniques that will prolong structural life while saving millions in cost. In this book,
Ramesh Singh explains the ABCs of prolonging structural life of platforms and pipelines while
reducing cost and decreasing the risk of failure. Corrosion Control for Offshore Structures
places major emphasis on the popular use of cathodic protection (CP) combined with high
efficiency coating to prevent subsea corrosion. This reference begins with the fundamental
science of corrosion and structures and then moves on to cover more advanced topics such as
cathodic protection, coating as corrosion prevention using mill applied coatings, field
applications, and the advantages and limitations of some common coating systems. In
addition, the author provides expert insight on a number of NACE and DNV standards and
recommended practices as well as ISO and Standard and Test Methods. Packed with tables,
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charts and case studies, Corrosion Control for Offshore Structures is a valuable guide to
offshore corrosion control both in terms of its theory and application. Prolong the structural life
of your offshore platforms and pipelines Understand critical topics such as cathodic protection
and coating as corrosion prevention with mill applied coatings Gain expert insight on a number
of NACE and DNV standards and recommended practices as well as ISO and Standard Test
Methods.
"This textbook covers all the theory and technology sections that students need to learn in
order to pass level 1, 2 and 3 automotive courses from the Institute of Motor Industry, City &
Guilds and other exam boards. It has been produced in partnership with ATT Training and is a
companion to their online learning resources. Learning is made more enjoyable and effective
as the topics in the book are supported with online activities, video footage, assessments and
further reading. If you are using ATT Training materials then this is the ideal textbook for your
course"-Medical acronyms and abbreviations offer convenience, but those countless shortcuts can
often be confusing. Now a part of the popular Dorland’s suite of products, this reference
features thousands of terms from across various medical specialties. Its alphabetical
arrangement makes for quick reference, and expanded coverage of symbols ensures they are
easier to find. Effective communication plays an important role in all medical settings, so turn to
this trusted volume for nearly any medical abbreviation you might encounter. Symbols section
makes it easier to locate unusual or seldom-used symbols. Convenient alphabetical format
allows you to find the entry you need more intuitively. More than 90,000 entries and definitions.
Many new and updated entries including terminology in expanding specialties, such as
Nursing; Physical, Occupational, and Speech Therapies; Transcription and Coding; Computer
and Technical Fields. New section on abbreviations to avoid, including Joint Commission
abbreviations that are not to be used. Incorporates updates suggested by the Institute for Safe
Medication Practices (ISMP).
A new way of thinking about data science and data ethics that is informed by the ideas of
intersectional feminism. Today, data science is a form of power. It has been used to expose
injustice, improve health outcomes, and topple governments. But it has also been used to
discriminate, police, and surveil. This potential for good, on the one hand, and harm, on the
other, makes it essential to ask: Data science by whom? Data science for whom? Data science
with whose interests in mind? The narratives around big data and data science are
overwhelmingly white, male, and techno-heroic. In Data Feminism, Catherine D'Ignazio and
Lauren Klein present a new way of thinking about data science and data ethics—one that is
informed by intersectional feminist thought. Illustrating data feminism in action, D'Ignazio and
Klein show how challenges to the male/female binary can help challenge other hierarchical
(and empirically wrong) classification systems. They explain how, for example, an
understanding of emotion can expand our ideas about effective data visualization, and how the
concept of invisible labor can expose the significant human efforts required by our automated
systems. And they show why the data never, ever “speak for themselves.” Data Feminism
offers strategies for data scientists seeking to learn how feminism can help them work toward
justice, and for feminists who want to focus their efforts on the growing field of data science.
But Data Feminism is about much more than gender. It is about power, about who has it and
who doesn't, and about how those differentials of power can be challenged and changed.
On cover: IPCS International Programme on Chemical Safety. Published under the joint
sponsorship of the United Nations Environment Programme, the International Labour
Organization and the World Health Organization, and produced within the framework of the
Inter-organization Programme for the Sound Management of Chemicals (IOMC)
HIV/AIDS continues to be one of the most challenging individual and public health concerns of
the present day. According to the UNAIDS, nearly 38 million individuals were living with the
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infection by the end of 2018, while 1.7 million new cases occurred during that same year. In
spite of the numerous advances in the development and delivery of antiretroviral agents, both
for treatment and prevention, several challenges remain. This book includes original research
and review articles on innovative strategies and approaches for the formulation and delivery of
anti-HIV drugs, including genetic material and other biopharmaceuticals. Different local and
systemic delivery strategies are addressed based on different technologies intended for oral,
transdermal, subcutaneous, vaginal, or rectal administration. Authored by eminent scientists in
academia and nonprofit organizations involved in the development of antiretroviral drug
products, this collection provides useful information for all those involved in HIV/AIDS
treatment and prevention.
AAPC's Official CPC® Certification Study guide is specifically designed to help individuals
prepare for the CPC® exam. Twenty chapters will guide you through a review of anatomy and
terminology, ICD-10, HCPCS, and CPT® coding for each body system, E/M coding,
anesthesia, radiology, pathology/laboratory and appropriate use of modifiers. This covers all
the content sections found on the exam and will also provide you with testing tips for taking the
AAPC's CPC® exam. The study guide is not an introduction to coding but a review of coding
concepts. Key Features: - Anatomy and Medical Terminology Review - Practical Examples Testing Techniques for CPC® exam - Questions designed to mimic the CPC® certification
exam - Each chapter includes ten review questions geared to test important coding concepts Study guide written by same task force who wrote the CPC® exam - 200+ Test your
Knowledge questions with answers and rationales

In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
With its unparalleled coverage of English slang of all types (from 18th-century
cant to contemporary gay slang), and its uncluttered editorial apparatus, Cassell's
Dictionary of Slang was warmly received when its first edition appeared in 1998.
'Brilliant.' said Mark Lawson on BBC2's The Late Review; 'This is a terrific piece
of work - learned, entertaining, funny, stimulating' said Jonathan Meades in The
Evening Standard.But now the world's best single-volume dictionary of English
slang is about to get even better. Jonathon Green has spent the last seven years
on a vast project: to research in depth the English slang vocabulary and to hunt
down and record written instances of the use of as many slang words as
possible. This has entailed trawling through more than 4000 books - plus song
lyrics, TV and movie scripts, and many newspapers and magazines - for relevant
material. The research has thrown up some fascinating results
Water is the major natural reservoir for legionellae, and the bacteria are found
worldwide in many different natural and artificial aquatic environments, such as
cooling towers, water systems in hotels homes, ships and factories, respiratory
therapy equipment, fountains misting devices and spa pools. This book provides
a comprehensive overview on the sources, ecology and laboratory diagnosis of
legionella. Guidance is provided on risk assessment and risk management of
susceptible environments. The necessary measures to prevent, or adequately
control, the risk from exposure to legionella bacteria are identified for each
identified environment. Outbreaks of legionellosis generally cause a high level of
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morbidity and mortality in the people affected and as such the suspicion of an
outbreak warrants immediate action. The policies and practice for outbreak
management and the institutional roles and responsibilities of an outbreak control
team are reviewed. This book will be useful to all those concerned with legionella
and health, including environmental and public health officers, health care
workers, the travel industry, researchers and special interest groups.
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